
Glaciology
What Makes A Glacier Melt?



Global Ice

Global Ice Masses. water.usgs.gov

Over the past 2.6 million years there has been repeated growing 
and shrinking of glaciers and continental-scale ice sheets. 

Today, glaciers cover ~10% of the Earth’s land surface. 



Differential Melting
• Following Climate Change, glaciers and ice sheets 

have been melting

• Climate Change does not affect all areas equally 

• Same glaciers are melting faster than others. 

weather.com



Clean vs. Dirty glaciers

Breiðamerkurjökull glacier, 
Iceland

Helheim glacier, Greenland visibleearth.nasa.gov google earth pro

Dirt has a lower albedo than clean ice, which means the dark surface 
reflects less radiation back into space and absorbs the heat instead, 
melting the ice faster!



Marine Terminating Glacier

Thwaites glacier, Antarctica

national snow and ice data centre Google earth pro

Climate Change is warming the oceans, which increases melt 
at the front of the glaciers and promotes Calving 



Lake Terminating Glacier

Fjallsjökull glacier, Iceland C.Keane - University of St Andrews

These are similar to Marine Terminating Glaciers, except it is 
the surface of the water that warms and undercuts the glacier.



Land Terminating Glacier

Russell Glacier, Greenland 

google maps pinterest.co.uk

With no water, the air temperature becomes the most 
important factor for ice melt. Due to climate change, the air 
temperature is warming!



Air Temperature Changes

learn.weatherstem.com

Warming is occuring at different amounts across the world, 
which leads to Differential Melting.



Ocean Temperature Changes

earthobservatory.nasa.gov

Similar to air temperatures, ocean temperatures have changed 
in varying levels around the world.



Past vs. Present 

Muir Glacier - 1941 Muir Glacier - 2004

Increased Warming = 
Increased Melting

usgs.govusgs.gov



Factors Influencing Melt

• Experiment
• Aim: to investigate how different environments 

influence glacier melt

Freshwater → 
lake terminating 
glacier

‘Dirty’ ice
(placed in 
the sun)

‘Clean’ ice (also 
placed in the 
sun)

Saltwater → 
Marine 
terminating 
glacier 

No water → 
land terminating 
glacier 



Why is this important?
• Sea level

• Warming air and ocean temperatures impact glaciers 
and consequently sea level   

• Most glacier melt is sad but harmless 
• BUT others are scary and have a potentially large 

impact

pinterest.co.uk



Thwaites Glacier  
• Thwaites Glacier alone has limited Sea Level Rise 

potential (~ <1m ) BUT

• Considered the ‘plug’ of Antarctica
• warming oceans → melt undercutting 
• if ice mass is removed = potential for the West 

Antarctic Ice Sheet to collapse rapidly 

Hanna et al., 2013



Sea Level Change

gracefo.jpl.nasa.gov

Due to human-induced Climate Change, drastic sea level 
changes could occur



Impacts of Sea Level Rise

bbc.co.uk

bbc.co.uk

bbc.co.uk



What Can You Do?

• Ways of doing your part to help prevent climate 
change

oceanservice.noaa.gov



True or False 

‘Dirty’ glaciers melt more slowly than ‘clean’ glaciers. 

TRUE     OR     FALSE 



True or False 

‘Dirty’ glaciers melt more slowly than ‘clean’ glaciers. 

TRUE     OR     FALSE 

False! Clean glaciers have a high “Albedo”, and so 
reflect more of the sun’s radiation back into space. 

Therefore, dark surfaces warm more quickly.  



True or False 

If a lake formed in front of a glacier it would melt 
more quickly. 

TRUE     OR     FALSE 
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True or False 

Ocean warming is less important than rising air 
temperatures. 

TRUE     OR     FALSE 



True or False 

Ocean warming is less important than rising air 
temperatures. 

TRUE     OR     FALSE 

False! Both are very important, but warming oceans 
may rapidly melt Thwaites Glacier, leading to the 

whole of West Antarctica flowing into the sea!




